
FOCUS ON WHAT 
MATTERS WITH 
STATUTORY REPORTING 
TECHNOLOGY



If you’re a global finance manager, director or shared service centre lead, you understand local 

statutory financial reports and the need to meet local regulations. The statutory reports need to 

be submitted in the local language and probably have different dates per country for audit and 

submission to local regulators. You also know that there is a reputational and strategic angle, 

because in most countries around the world, 

statutory financial reports are on public record.  

What you may not know is that it’s possible to 

transcend the tedious manual processes and 

multiple rounds of iterations typically associated  

with statutory reporting. 

Imagine a world where the preparation and review 

process is simple—taking hours instead of days 

with the automation of repetitive and simple tasks, 

resulting in consistent data throughout the report. 

Picture accessing the content and format you need 

and redirecting your time to more value-added work, 

like providing insights and commentary into the reason 

for the changes in numbers. All this is possible through 

the use of technology.



ASSESSING YOUR CURRENT REPORTING PROCESS?

If you’re still using Excel and Word to assemble your statutory reports, consider your processes akin to using a 

rotary phone—outdated and antiquated. With today’s technology, you can unite statutory reports from entities 

around the globe in one centralised location. Together, with content updates from the Big 4, everything you 

need to confidently generate reports that comply with local regulations and larger business needs is at your 

fingertips. By standardising the process, you can harness the power of your data earlier for tax, planning and 

other financial requirements.

To truly transform statutory reporting it is important to realise that technology is just one piece of the puzzle. 

You must also strive to fully understand your current processes, people, data and delivery model. Once you 

understand how all of these elements work together, the pieces of your global statutory puzzle will come 

together harmoniously. 



UNDERSTANDING THE DELIVERY MODELS

In the world of statutory reporting, there are three primary delivery models: 

•  OUTSOURCING

•  LOCAL FINANCE RESPONSIBILITY

•  SHARED SERVICE CENTRES / CENTRES OF EXCELLENCE 

Today, many multinational organisations are going through some kind of finance, tax or IT transformation project to drive 

efficiency and reduce costs. Often, these transformations include the use of technology to automate processes or  the 

centralisation of common functions by utilising shared centres. 

Or, multinationals may utilise a mixture of the three models.

1
OUTSOURCING 

This is perceived as the easiest option yet 
proves to be the most expensive.

2
LOCAL FINANCE RESPONSIBILITY 

In this decentralised model, local 
knowledge and resources are fully utilised, 
yet it is logistically challenging and makes 

oversight difficult.

3
SHARED SERVICE CENTRES/  

CENTRES OF EXCELLENCE 

These provide the ability to standardise 
work and rules, lower costs and bring 

control back to the organisation.



This trend was evident in a recent survey conducted by Thomson Reuters of more than 50 multinational 

customers. The results showed 50 percent of customers were either already using or planning to 

use a shared service centre in the near future for statutory reporting, 40 percent had local finance 

responsibility with no plans to change, and 10 percent outsourced. 

While the trend towards shared service centres is likely to continue, many organisations will utilise a 

mixture of all three delivery models by taking into account the associated risks of each process and  

the jurisdictions in which they are working.
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SHARED SERVICES CENTRE STATISTICS

Use shared services centre for 
statutory reporting27 

percent

Plan to use shared services 
centre in the near future23 

percent

Local finance responsibility,  
no plans to change40 

percent

10 
percent

Outsource



MAKING THE MOVE TO TECHNOLOGY

Technology is the enabler of an efficient and successful statutory reporting process. By implementing a global 

technology platform, you can unite statutory financial reports from entities around the world in one centralised 

location. With the local language and local regulations for each country built in to your global platform, you 

could eliminate hundreds of hours of work and enable the preparation of full notes of disclosure. Updates from 

the trustworthy experts at the Big 4 will allow you to spend time on more value-added work instead of research, 

formatting and burdensome manual tasks.

Technology lets you automate the simple things in your reports that can cause the biggest headaches. The right 

technology also puts best practices to work by simply and efficiently reconciling the “walk” from consolidated 

GAAP to local statutory GAAP and vice versa—rather than manually pulling financials and reformatting.

In today’s global landscape, perhaps the most valuable benefit of technology is the gift of time. With a 

centralised platform, you can complete your statutory financial reports earlier by spending less time on data 

collection, data manipulation and multiple report iterations—all while achieving greater consistency and 

accuracy. The time gained gives you the ability to focus on more strategic activities, ultimately elevating your 

department’s visibility and status as a trusted partner to the overall business.

So, what are you waiting for? Bring your statutory financial reporting process into the modern world and enable 

your team with a solution that optimises their ability to meet regulatory requirements, whether they are locally 

based, in shared services centres or otherwise. With technology as your enabler, your statutory reporting 

processes will work together in perfect harmony, guaranteeing you a new level of efficiency and success.
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